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A conventional robotic wheelchair containing four wheels (two active driving wheels and two passive
casters) is statically stable with poor manoeuvrability. In comparison, a two-wheeled robotic wheelchair
(TWRW) without the support of casters offers much better manoeuvrability but is inherently unstable
and requires a stability control. Most stability controllers rely on the driving torques of the wheels which
are high in magnitude and result in large energy consumption. Various disturbances in the system also
affect the performance of the controller.
To address these problems, this paper presents a novel control approach where the stability control is

achieved through the motion of a pendulum-like movable mechanism added to the TWRW. A scaled-
down TWRW is designed to evaluate the performances of the controllers based on PID control and second
order sliding mode control (SOSMC). Experimental results show that under the proposed controller
approach, the stability of the TWRW is achieved with much less torque, power, and energy consumption
than the conventional control systems.
� 2023 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 16th Global Congress on
Manufacturing and Management 2022. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://crea-
tivecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Wheelchairs are essential to provide mobility for the elderly or
handicapped people [1]. Robotic wheelchairs have become popular
as they are easy to use and move without consuming the energy of
the riders [2]. A typical robotic wheelchair is four-wheeled (two
driving wheels and two casters) which is statically stable but has
a poor maneuverability for it cannot make a spot turn or maneuver
in a narrow space, and cannot move easily on uneven surfaces [3].
To resolve these problems, two-wheeled robotic wheelchair
(TWRW) with a better maneuverability is proposed [45]. Contrary
to conventional robotic wheelchairs which have two casters, the
TWRW has no caster and is equipped with only two driving wheels
[6]. Without the support of casters, it becomes inherently unstable
and an active controller is needed to keep it stable [7].

The stability of TWRW is measured by how well it can be kept
at the upright position [8]. Most conventional stability control sys-
tems rely on the torques applied to the driving wheels [9]. In this
control system, the wheels are responsible for the motion and sta-
bility of the TWRW at the same time. When a TWRW moves with
high acceleration, it is likely the torque and power delivered from
the motors are huge [10]. Motors with high power and torque
capacity are usually costly and bulky, and high energy consump-
tion reduces the battery’s working time before being recharged.
Stability control systems based on the movable seat or a movable
mass under the rider’s seat are developed to solve this problem,
but they are limited by the working space for linear motions they
require [11]. Stability controllers can be model-free (e.g., PID con-
trol, Fuzzy control, etc.) or model-based (e.g., second-order Sliding
mode control (SOSMC), computed torque control, etc.). Model-
based controllers developed from the dynamic model of the system
are more robust than model-free controllers [12]. SOSMC is one of
the most common model-based controllers used for its computa-
tional efficiency and the robustness of the controlled system it
can achieve [13].

In this paper, a novel stability control system where a
pendulum-like movable mechanism is added to the TWRW is pro-
posed. Through the motion control of this mechanism, the centre of
gravity of the TWRW system including the rider can be varied to
keep its stability. The controllers based on PID and SOSMC are
implemented. A scaled-down TWRW is designed to validate the
, Mate-
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effectiveness of the control system. The rest of the paper is organ-
ised as follows.

In Section 2, the structure of a TWRW with the proposed added
mechanism is described. The TWRW prototype built for experi-
mental test are explained in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimen-
tal results are represented and discussed, and finally conclusions
are presented in Section 5.

2. System and controllers description

A TWRW consists of two wheels and a seat for the rider which
can rotate freely around the wheels’ axle. The seat and the rider are
combined to form a body. In the proposed system, a pendulum-like
movable mechanism is placed under the seat to assist the wheels
for stability and direction control. This mechanism consists of a
rod and a mass placed at one end of the rod. The mass of the rod
is small and is neglected. Fig. 1a and b show the schematic view
of the TWRW and the proposed mechanism from the side and
top views, respectively. The mass of each wheel, body, and mov-
able mechanism are denoted by mw, mb, and mp, respectively.
The radius of each wheel and the length of the wheels’ axle are
denoted by r, and d, respectively. The middle of the wheels’ axle
is shown by O, and P is the point that movable mechanism is added
to the system. l is the distance between the body’s centre of gravity
(COG), and point O, and the length of the movable mechanism’s rod
is denoted by l0. The distance between point O and P is denoted by
b.

To define parameters, two coordinate systems are defined.
XW � YW � ZW is the world coordinate frame which is fixed to
the ground. XL � YL � ZL is the coordinate frame attached to the
middle of the wheels’ axle. The rotation angles of the right and
left wheels measured from the YL axis are denoted by hr and hl,
respectively. The rotation angle of the body (pitch angle) is mea-
sured from the YL axis and shown by hb. hp denotes the rotation
angle of the movable mechanism measured from link OP. The
moment of inertia of each wheel is denoted by Jwx

, Jwy
, and Jwz

.
Also, the moment of inertia of the body is denoted by Jbx , Jby ,
and Jbz . Jpx , Jpy , and Jpz denote the moment of inertia of the mov-

able mechanism. sr , sl, and sp denote the input torque of the
right wheel, left wheel, and movable mechanism, respectively.
Their input powers are denoted by Pr , Pl, and Pp, respectively.
Er , El, and Ep are used to denote their energy consumption,
respectively.

The dynamic model of the system is described by
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the TWRW
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and the other 4 times 4 matrices in the equation are defined by
the system parameters and states.

The following are the expressions of the stability controllers.

� PID controller
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� SOSMC controller
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All the constants in the controllers are control parameters.
and the proposed mechanism.



Fig. 2. The scaled-down model of the TWRW.
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3. Experimental setup

The TWRW prototype designed in this paper consists of two
driving wheels equipped with brushless direct current (BLDC)
motors. The wheels are connected to each other through a steel
axle. The axle is lubricated well, which allows the wheels to freely
Fig. 3. The TWRW experimental results for the stability control of the conve

Table 1
System parameters of the TWRW prototype.

Property mw mb mp Jwx
, Jwy

, Jwz
Jbx , Jby , Jbz

Value 10 5 2 0.32, 0.32, 0.64 0.02, 0.01, 0.01
Unit kg kg kg Kg.m2 Kg.m2

3

rotate around the axle. Additionally, there is no clearance between
the wheels’ shafts and the axle. A light steel rod which its mass can
be neglected is welded from one end to the middle of the wheels’
axle. The 5 kg steel mass is connected to the rod and placed at the
top of the wheels’ axle. This mass can be considered as the body
(seat and rider) in a full-scaled TWRW. A pendulum-like movable
mechanism which comprises a light rod and a 2 kg steel mass
placed at one end of the rod is placed under the wheels’ axle and
is able to freely rotate by a direct current (DC) motor around the
motor’s shaft. The input current and voltage of all motors are sup-
plied by a 14 cell lithium battery. Fig. 2 shows the real model of
TWRW prototype and its system parameters are listed in Table 1.

The controller’s feedback are obtained using two IMU sensors
including VN-200 and MPU6050. The VN-200 and MPU6050 are
attached to the body and the movable mechanism, respectively
to measure their angles and velocities. According to the feedback
values, the input torque of the right and left wheels for the conven-
tional system and the input torque of the movable mechanism for
the proposed system are computed. The MyRIO-1900 microcon-
troller is used to calculate the input torque and send the data to
the Arduino mega 2560 by the universal asynchronous receiver/-
transmitter (UART) signals. The motor controller is a bridge
between the microcontrollers and motors. The MTVESC50A which
is a programmable motor controller is used for the experimental
setup. Through MTVESC50A, the current, speed, etc. of motors
can be controlled.
ntional system (CS) and the proposed system (PS) through PID control.

Jpx , Jpy , Jpz r d b l l0

0.002, 0.001, 0.001 0.37 0.5 0 0.15 0.25
Kg.m2 m m m m m



Fig. 4. The TWRW experimental results for the stability control of the conventional system (CS) and the proposed system (PS) through SOSMC.

Table 2
Energy consumption of the conventional and the proposed systems.

Energy Consumption Conventional Method -PID Proposed Method -PID Conventional Method -SOSMC Proposed Method -SOSMC

Value 0.2108 J 0.9610 J 2.8138 J 0.4750 J
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4. Results

To analyse the performance of the stability control, the TWRW
prototype is tested with non-zero initial pitch angle. The initial
pitch angle is set to 10deg. The controller gains of PID and SOSMC
chosen for conventional and proposed system are same. Fig. 3 rep-
resents the experimental results of stability control for the conven-
tional and proposed systems through PID control. It can be seen
that the pitch angle converges to zero in the proposed system,
while it remains almost unchanged in the conventional system
(see Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b depicts the pitch angular velocity which con-
verges to zero under both control systems. The required input tor-
que for stability can be seen in Fig. 3c, where both control methods
require almost same initial torque. The input torque almost stays
on its initial value in the conventional system, while it converges
to zero in the proposed approach. It can be concluded that the ini-
tial torque in the conventional system is not enough to move the
left and right wheels. However, it is enough for the movable mech-
anism to stabilize the wheelchair. The input power in both control
methods are shown in Fig. 3d, where it doesn’t change and remains
zero in the conventional system as the driving wheels don’t move.
Whereas, the oscillation of input power can be seen in the pro-
posed system which converges to zero when the TWRW reaches
its stability. The angle and angular velocity of movable mechanism
in the proposed method are depicted in Fig. 3e and f, respectively.
They show that the range of angular motion and velocity of the
movable mechanism are small and in an acceptable range which
doesn’t affect the rider’s comfort.
4

The experimental results of the TWRW stability control under
both control systems through SOSMC are represented in Fig. 4. It
can be seen that the pitch angle and pitch angular velocity under
both control approaches converge to zero, while they have less
oscillation and faster convergence to zero in the proposed system
than conventional one (see Fig. 4a, b). In addition, the required
input torque and power in the proposed system are much lower
than the conventional approach (see Fig. 4c, d). The angle and
angular velocity of the movable mechanism depicted in Fig. 4e, f,
respectively show that they are very small and the movable mech-
anism can be operated with no effect on the comfort of rider. The
energy consumption under both control systems through PID and
SOSMC are listed in Table. 2. It can be seen that the energy con-
sumption of the motors for the conventional system in PID are
almost zero as the input power of the driving wheels are near zero.
The input torque and power are small and insufficient to drive the
wheels, which causes failing control systems. While, the energy
consumption in SOSMC for the proposed method are significantly
lower than those obtained in conventional approach, where both
methods could stabilize the system.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel approach is proposed for the stability con-
trol of TWRW. A pendulum-like movable mechanism is added to
the wheelchair to keep it stable. In this system, the torque is
applied to the added mechanism, while in the conventional system
the torque is applied to the right and left wheels. The PID and
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SOSMC control schemes are used for stability control. The scaled-
down prototype is built to achieve the experimental results. The
prototype is equipped with two BLDC driving wheels and a DC
motor to power the movable mechanism. The high-accuracy IMU
sensor (VN-200) is used to measure the pitch angle and its velocity,
and a MPU6050 sensor is attached to the added mechanism to
measure its angle and angular velocity. The experimental results
demonstrate that in the proposed approach, the stability of TWRW
is achieved, while the input torque, input power, and energy con-
sumption for the control system are much lower than the conven-
tional method.
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